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VECTOR FIELDS AND CONNECTION ON FIBRED MANIFOLDS * 
Anton Dekret 
If is known, see [[1]] , £23 , £3] t that every differen-
tial equation of second order on a manifold M determines con-
nections on TM. In £33 we have established the set Cj?* TM of 
such vector fields on TM by which it is possible to constructe 
connections on TM, we have found all natural differential ope-
rators of first order from Cp*TM into the space of all connec-
tions on TM. In this paper we generalise some of these con-
structions in the case of vector fields on fibred manifolds. 
All manifolds and maps are assumed to be smooth. 
1• Tangent value 1-forms and connections on fibre mani-
folds, 
Let T: Y-*M be a fibred manifold. A TY-value 1-form V 
on Y will be called fibred if C(VY)c VY. If (x1, y*) is 
a chart on Y then expression of a fibred 1-form is 
CO = aJ(xfy)dx
3»^/Sxi + (a* (x^Jdx1 + a<£ (x,y)dy^ )®?>td/. 
Let TT-tZ—^M be another fibred manifold. Denote by ^Z 
the IT-pull-back of Z, IT̂ Z = YxMZ. Every fibred TY-valued 
form CO determines the forms Qh:Y~*0(*(Thl®T*llL) and klv:Y-» 
-•VY®V*Y, where «V(X) =* 0)(X), X 6 VY and & h(X) - Tpcj(V) 
for Ttf(U) = X. In coordinates (Jh = ajdx̂ <g> £>/ g)*1, (Uv -
* a%ayti®c)/QyA. 
A connection P on Y can also be viewed as a fibred TY-
valued 1-form O on Y such that O y » 0 and C0h • id^* TM, 
* This paper is in final form and no version of it will be 
submitted for publication elsewhere. 
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see £6]] . This form will be denoted by Pfa and called the ho-
rizontal form of P • In coordinates P. • dx ® d/dx + 
+ P^(x^Jdx 1® d/dy* where the local functions P^ will 
be called the Christoffels of P• 
Let cc be an arbitrary fibred 1-form on Y. To find the 
conditions for u: to determine a connection P on Y let us 
consider the linear morphism Gj°:VY£ T'M -* VY# T*M of the ex-
pression xi—+ Cc*x - x»o)., where the dot denotes the composi-
tion of the maps given by x, (c . ui. . 
Lemma 1. Every fibred TY-valued 1-form ui on Y such that 
^1° is regular determines a connection on Y. 
Proof. Consider the linear morphisn b^ :xH»tJ»x - X'tJ. 
on TY®T**M. It is of the expression 
<1> 5t - *H - « ' *t - 4 *l+ (aA*? - *i < >• 
This means that if Cc° is regular then there exists a 
unique xQ £ C°°TY&T*M such that TT- X Q a
 i dv*iM a n d bW ^xo^ a 
= 0. By (1) the coordinates (x. = 6., x^ ) of xQ are x^ • 
=- 4 S A
a t » where <£\*y are the components of the tensor 
field which is determined by the inverse map to t0°# Obvious-
ly x is the horizontal form of the connection on Y with the 
Christoffels P* =* - </>*£• a£ . QED. 
The connection determined by the form x discribed in 
the proof of Lemma 1 will be denoted by £> . Let C,f (T*Y#TY) 
be the space of all fibred TY-valued 1-forms cc on Y such that 
W° is regular. Using the theory of natural fibre operators, 
see £5] t it is easy to prove that only in the case of 
W€C^ (T'Y&TY) there is a natural fibre operator D of O-order 
such that D(cc) is a connection on Y and that every O-order 
natural operator from c£°(T*Y#TY) into the space of all con-
nections on Y is of the form tc H-> ̂  # 
Lemma Z. Let is be a fibred TY-valued 1-form on Y. Let 
Ah a i a1 * # *# 9 am 1 9 Bv ~ i b1 * • • •' bn If be the s P e c t r a s of 
the linear morphisms W^, U;y at y 6 Y. Then Cc° is regular at 
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y € Y if and only if Ah and By are disjoint. 
Proof. At y € Y there are bases in V Y and in (^*TM)y 
in which the matrices of CJh and uy are of the Jordan's form, 
i.e. tv'°(x> = (If - a*)x* + b ^ + 1 x .^*
1 - a ^ 1 x £ r Now, it 
is easy to see that Co0 is regular if and only if b£ 4 ai 
for any values of <£ and i. 
Corollaries,. 1. If cc^ « 0 or Uy = 0 then W° is regu-
lar if and only if CO or 0;^ is regular, respectively. In 
these cases according to (1) ^\ m */j a^ t a* a& =» o£ , 
or F£ =- a^ a* , a* aj = S J , respectively, are the Christof-
fels of f̂  . 
2. If Gj° is regular then at least one of the maps o?ht 
U is regular. 
3. If coh or cc is regular then oj° is regular if and 
only if A s 1 is not the eingenvalue of the linear operator 
u<—> &v#u. £ h or ui-> &v*
u* irrespectively^ on VY®T*M. 
2. (B, V) - structures 
A fibred manifold T:Y-HI is said to be a (B,V)-struc-
ture and denoted by (Y, £ ) if there is a cross-section £ :Y-* 
-*VY®T*M. Throughout this paper, 6 is viewed both a VY-va-
lue 1-form on Y and a linear morphism from ^ T M into VY over 
'V, 
Let us recall the Frolicher-Nijenhuis bracket of two 
tangent vector valued forms which is in the case of 1-forms 
of the form, (see [43 )>[ L,K ] (X,Y) = [ LX, KY 3 + [ 1JC, 
KY 1 + LK [ Z,Y ] + KL [ X,Y ] - L [ KX,Y 1 - L [ X,KY } -
- K [ LX,Y 3 - K [ X,LY ]. 
Let oo » ajdx3 ® 2/o>x- + (af dx1 + a£ dy'3) <S>d/9y* be 
a fibred TY-value 1-form on (Y, £ ) , £ » £<£ dx 1® d/dy* . 
Then [£, ,co3 i s called £,-torsion of u). In coordinates we gat 
(2) [6 »W3 - - aj ) / 3g^ dx
J Adx s ®9/ax i + [(£* a*fS -
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(3) 
Where we use through^thout this paper the designations 
ttu ?f t t 
: = f r f T : m f . , -»• T ^ i s i s immediate from (2) t ha t 
9ycC u,£ ^ y 3 u,d 
if co is protectable then ££ , cô . is a VY-value 2 -form and 
that the restriction of £fc , CJ] to VY vanishes. 
Remark 1,. A vertical vector field Z on Y is called £-
basic if there is a vector field X on M such that Z • £ (X). 
Let v-, v2 € T M. Let X-, Xp be local vector fields on M such 
that Xi(x) » vif i = 1, 2. Then £(1.^) is a local £-basic 
vector field on Y. Let y £ Y^. Put ^y(v1f v2) = [£(X 1), 
t(Xp) ]]y • Calculating it and comparing with (3) we get j « 
= ? C£ » £ D • Ii; means that [ £ f £ ] -- 0 if and only if [ Zy 
Zp ] a 0 for any £-basic vector fields Z+9 Zp on Y. 
3. Vector fields and connections on (Y,6 ) 
Let X = c 1(x,y)9/ax i + b*' (x,y) 9/9y* be a vector 
X 
field on Y. Being a crossection Y—*TY, X determines a linear 
morphism Xfi: = pr2.V(Tt .X): VY-» TM, VY —* 7T*TM, (x
1, y*, 0, 
c/yoC )f_^(xi> d xi „ c
1,/^ dy'3), where V(TT.X) denotes the 
vertical prolongation of the map TT«X:Y-*TM and pr2:VTM~ 
« TMxMTM —* TM is the projection on the second factor. In the 
only case of a protectable vector field X on Y*XB » 0. 
The straightforward calculation of the Lie derivation of 
£ by X 
(4) I* G - - 4 i* d^® sV9*1 + <Ai dx± + ̂ oidy^)^ 
©fl/^y^, 
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A i " 6i C>1 + 6 i , j C + e±9/i
 b * bV3 h 
gives 
Lemma 3« Ly^ is a fibre TY-value 1-form on Y such that 
(LX£ \ = " XB*6 • ( LX^ Jv = L -XB# 
Denote by c£°(Y, £ ) the set of all vector fields X on 
(Y, e ) such that Lx£ € C^('T*Y0TY)f i.e. that (Lx£ ) u is re-
gular. If X t C ^ (Y,£ ) f then T^ is the abbreviated notation 
for P-r c • According to (1) the Christoffels of /̂  satisfy 
( 5) ( ej ca cf • + <5f e,v <> r j - . A f . 
If X is a protectable vector field on Y then (Ly£ )° = 0 
and X 4 Cj?(Yf £ ). It is clear that if X£C£*(Y,£ ) then 
X + Z£Cp (Y, 6 ) for any protectable vector field Z on Yf 
i.e. X is an operator Z*-> Py - from the space of all protec-
table vector fields Z into the space of all connection on Y. 
The expression ut-* E*f* c^uj^ + u°5 c^-6g of (Lx£ )° induces 
some special cases. If dim M < dim Y then £ »XB is not regu-
lar, i.e. X€C^(Y9i ) implies that XB*£ is regular. Certain-
ly, if XB. £ » id^^^j then Xfcf°(Y ft) if and only if the 
operator u H f X . u on VY®T*M has not the eingenvalue - 1. 
Quite analogously if dim M > dim Y then XB.£ is not regu-
lar and the regularity of £«XB is a necessary condition for 
X to belong to C,-? (Yf £ ). 
Example 1. There is the canonical (BfV)-structure on TM 
given by the canonical morphism £ = dx ® d/dx + on TM with 
a chart (x f xi). In this case (L^t ). = - XB = " ( ^ ^ ) v
# 
Then,by Lemma 2,X£ C^ (TMf £ ) if and only if X B is regular. 
Let dim M = dim Y # Let i : 7/^TM-^VY be an isomorphism. 
A vector field X on (Yf £ ) is said to be conjugated with C 
if XB = f"*
1. There is an isomorphism £ that does not admit 
a vector field conjugated with £ • To show it we constructe 
an object G~\ Let £ « £f dx 1® ^ / 9 y ^ be an isomorphism. 
— 1 Then £~ :VY—*TM is a morphism over T . Its expression in 
charts (x1, y* , 0, ̂ cC ) on VY and (x1, x*) on TM is x 1 = x1, 
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x^ « £ 1 ^ , where £? ̂  = cj\̂  . Let V£ ~ be the vertical 
differential of £ according to the submersion VY~*M, 
V t - ^ x 1 , y* , 0, **, dx1 = 0, dy*, 0, dt* ) = (x\ dx* = 
= 6^/s t^dy^ +<fi dtrf). Recall the canonical involution 
i a C x 1 ^ , / 1 , 2Ttffdx
1
>dy«f p d j ^ d ^ ) = (x
i,y^,dxi,dy^, f1, 
^,dj1fdt
,c ) on TTY. Then V £~ 1 . i ^ x 1 ^ tO,'**,**1 - 0 , 
dy<* , 0 ^ ° ° ) =- (x i ,dx 1 = Z£A dy*** + £ d T ^ ) . Let T,, 
Z26VY. There i s fc € WY such that pTY( 2 ) = Xy V^yd^) = 
= Z 2> where pTY:TTY ~*TY is the tangent projection. Put 
£ ; 1 ( * 1 f ? 2 ) : =- (V£~
1 - V £ " 1 i 2 ) ( ? ) = (x
1 , li%/i( t* %\ -
- *2 fr* ) ) , i . e . £ ; 1 S C ^ ( ^ 2 V Y # T M ) . 
Lemma 4. Let X be vector field conjugated with £ • 
Then £~1 = 0. 
Proof. Let X = c 1 Z> / Ox1 + b* 2/2? y* . Then c* = £} 
~i >i " ,oC <£ 
and thus £^ ^ = £af0c •
 Jt completes our proof. 
Lemma 5. If a vector field is conjugated with £ then 
X £ C ^ ( Y , 6 ) . 
Proof. In this case (L^t)° = 2idVYS>T*'M i s r e £ u l a r * QED. 
If X is conjugated with £ then by (5) the Christoffels 
of the connection ^ are of the simple form rf » - -k A°f , 
in virtue of (4) (id-py - -Wfc )/2 is the horizontal form of fL 
and £-torsion of 1̂-, (i.e. £ £ , L x ^ 3 i s a VY-value 1-forra 
of the expression 
(6) ce.^eD- K ^ f ^ 
& ^/2y*. 
Proposition 1. If X is a vector field on Y such that 
X-̂ rVE -^^TI.l is an isomorphism then X determines a connection 
on Y. 
Proof. Denote £ =- XZ • It is clear that X is conjugated 
with the (B,V)-structure (Y, £ ). Then Lemma 5 completes our 
proof. 
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If X * c1 &/ Px1 + X^P/ffy* is such that XB is an iso-
morphism then rj » - ^ kf = ̂ (o* c ^ + o*f-jC* + cf^ b* -
" b<>C/-> °i * a r e t h e C h r i s t o f f e l s o f rx o n (Y» £=x ^ B 1 ^ where 
cf c ̂  = cf ̂  . This means that the map X i-> ̂ x is an operator 
of second order from the space of all vector fields X on Y 
such that X-g is an isomorphism into the space of all connec-
tions on Y. 
4. Special (B,V)-structure on vector bundles* 
Let T:E-*M be a vector bundle. The canonical identifica-
tion VE 5 EXwE states by every E-valued 1-form £ on M a (B,V) 
structure (E,£ ), (called protectable), where £(y,v) » 
« (y, £(v)), y£E, v ^ T ^ / jM. In coordinates, £ = ^(xjdx1^ 
® d/dy<* . in this case according to (3) [£, £ ] = 0. 
Let (E, £ ) be a protectable (B,V)-structure such that 
d:ft*TM -*VE is an isomorphism. A vector field X = c1(x,y). 
.3/dyi1 + b * (x,y) e>/dy* on E is conjugated with £ if and 
only if c1^ - £% (x), £ j; £? = of J , i.e. if and only if c1 = 
= fc/stxjy'3* r i(x). Let L =- y ^ S / ^ y ^ be the Liouville 
vector field on E. We immediately get 
Proposition 2» Let X be a vector field on a protectable 
(B,V)-structure (E, £ ). Then £ V,X ] is conjugated with £ 
and every vector field on E conjugated with £ is of the form 
X + Z, where £(X) » V and Z is a protectable vector field on 
E. 
Proposition \ . Let X be a vector field on a protectable 
(B,V)-structure (E, £ ) conjugated with £ • Then the connection 
P̂  is wilhout £-torsion, i.e. ££ , Ly£ ] =» 0. 
Proof. Since £^cur « <f* therefore £? 8o^ r - - 6i°^ra 3 
• - £?°ia.r- Then b* ,(4) Aî r - - £ ± 4 + ^ a ^ J r - ^ r * r 
With respect to (6) we have £& , L j t ] • ( £ 8 i - & i s
 + 
+ bf/ar £ i ^ r + 2 fiff8)to
i/\dx8»a/9y^- 0. 
Remark 2. Let X be a vector f i e l d on E such that Xfi:VE-* 
"•"*//~*TM i s an isomorphism and (E, t = X^1) i s projectable . 
Then X i s conjugated with £ and by virtue of Proposition 3 
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Kr is without £-torsion. 
Example 2. Let us return to example 1. The canonical 
(B,V)-structure (TM, £« dx1 «• 2/ £x*) is protectable and it 
is induced by £ » idTM. If V is the Liouville field on TM 
then a vector field X on TM such that £(X) =- V is a diffen-
tial equation of second order on M. Therefore we can reformu-
late Proposition 2 in the following way. 
Proposition 4. A vector field X on TM is conjugated with 
the canonical morphism^ £ = dx1 & d/dx2: if and only if it is 
of the form U + Z, where U is a differential equation of se-
cond order on K and Z is a protectable vector field on TM. 
In coordinates, X is concugated with dx1© ^/dxh if and 
only if X = (x1 + Zi(x))^>/3xi + b i ( x , x . 1) 2 /dx
1 . Then the 
Christoffels of PY are 1*4 * - 1 A.J 
(7) Pj- Aj- ( ^z1/Vxi - 9bV^j) • 
It coincides with £1] , £2]] for X being a differential equa-
tion of second order on M. 
Let Z = a (x) Q/ Dx be a vector field on M. Then TZ = 
o i j j 
• a1 2/ Px1 + a^ x^ ^/2>x^ is the T-prolongation of Z on 
TM. It is a protectable vector field on TM. 
Proposition 5. Let X be a differential equation of second 
order on M. Let Z be a vector field on M. Then ^y+TZ a ^X* 
Proof. Let X = x* 0/ Dx1 + bi(x,x1) #/c>x] , Z = B^d/dx
1. 
Then by (7) ?\ =- \ - ~ j are the Christoffels of both ^ + T Z 
n 1 
and "x. 
Another special (B,V)-structures on TM can be construc-
ted as follows. Let X be a vector field on p^TM -* M such 
that Xfi:VTM -» p^TM is an isomorphism. Since VTM = TMxMTM -= 
sp^TM there are two (B,V)-structures on TM both (TM,X~g) 
and (TM, X B ) . We say that X is 2-homothetic if Xg - t.idyjjj, 
t £R, Every vector field X =* tW + Z where t £ R, W is a di-
fferential equation of second order and Z is a protectable 
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vector field on TM is 2-homothetic. In coordinates, X =. 
a ci(x,x1) D/ Vx
1 + bi(x,x1) y/®*\ is 2-homothetic iff 
(t?ci/5x^)( Vc3/0xk) - t<fj. Then using (3) or (2) we get, 
respectively: 
Lemma 6. If X is 2-homothetic then £ X-g, X-g ] » 0. 
Proposition 6. Let X be a 2-homothetic vector field on 
TM. Let W be a vector field on TM conjugated with X3. Then 
the connection FL is without X^-torsion. 
Example 3* IT : T*M -* M % 
Let (x1, z. ) be a chart in T*M. Then V = z± 7>/ S>z±f 
A = z.dx1, dX = dzxA dx1 are the Liouville field, the Liou-
ville formjthe canonical symplectic form on T*M. 
Let (T*M, fc = £±Ax9z)dx
± ® dz.) be a (B,V)-structure 
on T*M. If £ : 9T*TM -* VT*M is an isomorphism and X = 
» ci(x,z) ̂ / O x 1 + bt(x,z) 0 / 2 ^ is a vector field on T*M 
conjugated with £ then X determines both the connection Z1 
the Christoffels of which are P±. == - ~ ( S±Qo
s + E±. sc s + 
+ £?^btt - bf P ., where f
s: = ^^ , and the connection dA-
1J S 1 Sj oz 
orthogonal to Pu the Christoffels of that are H . = P.^. 
We say that t is symmetric if for any X,Y £ TT*M 
dA(£X,Y) = dA( £Y,X), £±i = £j ±. 
If £ is an isomorphism then we can constructe a func-
tion on T*M as follows. Let X be an arbitrary vector field 
on T*M such that £(X) = V. .Put Hg, : = dA(V,X). In coordina-
tes H 6 . e^z.z^, i
i3EQi - cTj . 
Let (T*M,& ) be protectable and regular, i.e. t is given 
by an isomorphism £:TM-»T*M, £ =* £± .(x)dx1® dx^. By virtue 
of Proposition 2 every vector field on T*M conjugated with £ 
is of the form W = ( £ i k z k + T
i(x)) D/Dx1 + ^±^/^z±9 i.e. 
W • Tt(X) where X is a vector field on TM conjugated with 
the canonical (B,V)-structure (TM, dx 1® d/dx^). 
It is easy to verify that the vector field X on T*M sa-
tistying the equation ixd\ » af dHg , where £f e R and ix de-
notes the usual insertion operator, is conjugated with £ if 
and only if ftp a - ^ and £. is symmetric. Then the connec-
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tion fL is the just connection induced on T*M by the Levi-
Civita connection on TM determined by the regular symmetric 
bilinear form £ on M. 
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